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Our observation further  Our observation further  
emphasizes the emphasizes the 
inappropriateness and inappropriateness and 
unsuitability of unsuitability of HctHct
measurement for detection measurement for detection 
of blood doping or misuse of of blood doping or misuse of 
rHuEporHuEpo in athletes.in athletes.
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AthletesAthletes: : NormalNormal peoplepeople??



•• Results of laboratory test are commonly interpreted by Results of laboratory test are commonly interpreted by 
comparison with predetermined intervals of referencecomparison with predetermined intervals of reference

•• The concept of IR was introduced in 1969 by The concept of IR was introduced in 1969 by GrGr ääsbecksbeck
and Saris, with the aim to replace the former fuzzy and Saris, with the aim to replace the former fuzzy 
definition of definition of ““ normal valuenormal value””

•• The term proved successful everywhere, not only in The term proved successful everywhere, not only in 
diagnostic and laboratory settings, but especially when diagnostic and laboratory settings, but especially when 
relevant biological and medical observations have to be relevant biological and medical observations have to be 
explaindexplaind and/or interpreted. When constructing an IR and/or interpreted. When constructing an IR 
from individual data, one can perceive the difficulty to from individual data, one can perceive the difficulty to 
achieve a perfect Gaussian distribution. achieve a perfect Gaussian distribution. 



•• A diffused but unsupported notion is that the IR obtained from A diffused but unsupported notion is that the IR obtained from 
either Gaussian or noneither Gaussian or non--Gaussian distributions represents the Gaussian distributions represents the 
values of individuals to be referred to (values of individuals to be referred to (““ the the normalsnormals”” , for example) , for example) 
and that the residual low and high curve areas or percentiles and that the residual low and high curve areas or percentiles 
represent individuals showing values to be discarded (represent individuals showing values to be discarded (““ the the 
outnormalsoutnormals”” ).).

•• This is a conceptual mistake, as This is a conceptual mistake, as 
–– (a) even the latter individuals were initially recruited as part(a) even the latter individuals were initially recruited as part of a of a 

group with a series of characteristics set before extracting thegroup with a series of characteristics set before extracting the
reference interval, reference interval, 

–– (b) all the values either far from or around the limits are only(b) all the values either far from or around the limits are only
punctual representation of the biological variation punctual representation of the biological variation 

–– (c) the analytical variability influences anyhow the actual data(c) the analytical variability influences anyhow the actual data..



•• CrossCross--sectional comparison of laboratory resultssectional comparison of laboratory results
–– range of values opportunely obtained from individuals range of values opportunely obtained from individuals 

matched for gender and age.matched for gender and age.

•• Longitudinal comparison of laboratory resultsLongitudinal comparison of laboratory results
–– The concept of Reference Change (RC) was proposed by The concept of Reference Change (RC) was proposed by 

Harris and Harris and YasakaYasaka, to evaluate the significance of the change , to evaluate the significance of the change 
between two successive measurements. between two successive measurements. 

–– The longitudinal comparison is based on this concept and it is The longitudinal comparison is based on this concept and it is 
principally justified by some clinical considerations that wouldprincipally justified by some clinical considerations that would
be incompletely satisfied by the crossbe incompletely satisfied by the cross--sectional comparison sectional comparison 



Longitudinal comparison Longitudinal comparison Longitudinal comparison Longitudinal comparison Longitudinal comparison Longitudinal comparison Longitudinal comparison Longitudinal comparison 
ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReference ChangeChangeChangeChangeChangeChangeChangeChange ValueValueValueValueValueValueValueValue

RCVRCVRCVRCVRCVRCVRCVRCV = 2 = 2 = 2 = 2 = 2 = 2 = 2 = 2 ‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧ √√√√√√√√zzzzzzzz ‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧ √√√√√√√√(CV(CV(CV(CV(CV(CV(CV(CViiiiiiii
22222222 + CV+ CV+ CV+ CV+ CV+ CV+ CV+ CVaaaaaaaa

22222222))))))))

CVCVCVCVCVCVCVCViiiiiiii
::::::::withinwithinwithinwithinwithinwithinwithinwithin--------subject biological variation subject biological variation subject biological variation subject biological variation subject biological variation subject biological variation subject biological variation subject biological variation 

CVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVaaaaaaaa
:::::::: analytical variation of the test.analytical variation of the test.analytical variation of the test.analytical variation of the test.analytical variation of the test.analytical variation of the test.analytical variation of the test.analytical variation of the test.

N.B.: N.B.: N.B.: N.B.: N.B.: N.B.: N.B.: N.B.: CVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVaaaaaaaa < < < < < < < < ½½½½½½½½CVCVCVCVCVCVCVCViiiiiiii







IntervalsIntervals of Reference (IR) 1of Reference (IR) 1



IntervalsIntervals of Reference (IR) 2of Reference (IR) 2



BiologicalBiological VariabilityVariability and Reference and Reference 
ChangeChange ValueValue

RCVRCV

ReticulocytesReticulocytes









Values distribution of serum Values distribution of serum Values distribution of serum Values distribution of serum Values distribution of serum Values distribution of serum Values distribution of serum Values distribution of serum creatininecreatininecreatininecreatininecreatininecreatininecreatininecreatinine and estimated and estimated and estimated and estimated and estimated and estimated and estimated and estimated glomerularglomerularglomerularglomerularglomerularglomerularglomerularglomerular filtration rate, calculated according to the Modification of filtration rate, calculated according to the Modification of filtration rate, calculated according to the Modification of filtration rate, calculated according to the Modification of filtration rate, calculated according to the Modification of filtration rate, calculated according to the Modification of filtration rate, calculated according to the Modification of filtration rate, calculated according to the Modification of 
Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula, in 76 professional (pro) mDiet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula, in 76 professional (pro) mDiet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula, in 76 professional (pro) mDiet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula, in 76 professional (pro) mDiet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula, in 76 professional (pro) mDiet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula, in 76 professional (pro) mDiet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula, in 76 professional (pro) mDiet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula, in 76 professional (pro) male road cyclists, 71 amateur male road cyclists and 65 ale road cyclists, 71 amateur male road cyclists and 65 ale road cyclists, 71 amateur male road cyclists and 65 ale road cyclists, 71 amateur male road cyclists and 65 ale road cyclists, 71 amateur male road cyclists and 65 ale road cyclists, 71 amateur male road cyclists and 65 ale road cyclists, 71 amateur male road cyclists and 65 ale road cyclists, 71 amateur male road cyclists and 65 

healthy matched sedentary controls. The central horizontal bars healthy matched sedentary controls. The central horizontal bars healthy matched sedentary controls. The central horizontal bars healthy matched sedentary controls. The central horizontal bars healthy matched sedentary controls. The central horizontal bars healthy matched sedentary controls. The central horizontal bars healthy matched sedentary controls. The central horizontal bars healthy matched sedentary controls. The central horizontal bars indicate the mean valueindicate the mean valueindicate the mean valueindicate the mean valueindicate the mean valueindicate the mean valueindicate the mean valueindicate the mean value........



PercentagePercentage variationvariation of of serumserum creatine and creatine and estimatedestimated glomerularglomerular filtrationfiltration rate (EGFR) rate (EGFR) valuesvalues beforebefore ((prepre), ), immediatelyimmediately
after (post), 3 (3 after (post), 3 (3 hrshrs), 6 (6 ), 6 (6 hrshrs) and 24 (24 ) and 24 (24 hrshrs) ) hourshours after a  21after a  21--km km halfhalf--marathonmarathon in 17 in 17 healthyhealthy trainedtrained malesmales. . ValuesValues are are 

shownshown asas geometricgeometric meanmean and 95% and 95% confidenceconfidence of of intervalinterval. . †† p <0.05 and p <0.05 and ‡‡ p <0.01 versus the p <0.01 versus the prepre--runrun samplesample..
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ConclusionsConclusions
•• Biochemical measurements in enduranceBiochemical measurements in endurance--trained trained 

professional athletes at rest demonstrate that values professional athletes at rest demonstrate that values 
lying outside the conventional reference ranges might lying outside the conventional reference ranges might 
reflect normal adaptations to regular and demanding reflect normal adaptations to regular and demanding 
physical exercise instead of underlying pathologies.physical exercise instead of underlying pathologies.

•• Owing to highOwing to high--intensity regular trainingintensity regular training --induced induced 
variations of plasma volume and metabolites, the variations of plasma volume and metabolites, the 
interpretation of biochemical data in elite and topinterpretation of biochemical data in elite and top--class class 
athletes  athletes  equiresequires caution, as results falling outside the caution, as results falling outside the 
conventional reference ranges do not always reflect conventional reference ranges do not always reflect 
underlying pathologiesunderlying pathologies



ConclusionsConclusions

The quality performances resulting from The quality performances resulting from 
the current technology advancements the current technology advancements 
allow clinical laboratories to fully allow clinical laboratories to fully 
accomplish transferability of data accomplish transferability of data 
through common through common IRsIRs use, increasing use, increasing 
citizens outcome and benefits and citizens outcome and benefits and 
meeting health system expectations.meeting health system expectations.


